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ABSTRACT

This article aims to examine the intricate interaction between energy politics and Turkish foreign policy in a turbulent region in terms of challenges and opportunities. From a theoretical perspective, the focus of the article lies at the critical intersection of soft and hard security, as well as domestic and external politics. It argues that, on the one hand, Turkey has been highlighting its potential of ‘energy hub’ position as an asset and, on the other hand, Turkey also needs to effectively deal with numerous hard and soft security issues closely linked with its foreign policy and rising domestic energy needs, which constitutes a major liability. Ultimately, the delicate balance that Turkey will try to strike will have a decisive impact in terms of determining its nature of interaction with other critical actors and future role as a regional power.
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Dış Politika ve Enerji Güvenliği Bağlantısı: Türkiye Açısından Fırsat mı Tehdit mi?

ÖZET

Bu makale son derece çalkantılı bir bölgede şekillenmekte olan enerji politikaları ve Türk dış politikası arasındaki karmaşık etkileşimini zorluklar ve fırsatlar çerçevesinde incelemektedir. Teorik açıdan çalışma, yumuşak ve sert güvenlik faktörlerinin yanı sıra iç ve dış siyasetin kritik kesimine odaklanmaktadır. Makale, Türkiye’nin potansiyel bir “enerji merkezi” olma konumunun önemli bir avantaj olduğunu vurgularken, diğer taraftan, ülkenin dış politikası ve artan enerji ihtiyaçları ile yakından bağlantılı çok sayıda sert ve yumuşak güvenlik sorununun etkin bir biçimde yönetilmesinin büyük bir zorluk yaratmış olduğunu savunmaktadır. Sonuç olarak, enerji politikaları Türkiye’nin dış politikasında korumaya çalıştığı hassas dengeler, diğer kritik aktörlerle ilişkilerin belirlenmesi ve bölgesel bir güç olarak Türkiye’nin gelecekteki rolünün şekillenmesi açısından belirleyici bir önem taşımaktadır.

Introduction

This article argues that change and turbulence are the two key factors that lie at the intersection of energy politics and foreign policy in Eurasia and the Middle East. The global and regional actors, which would be able to manage and shape change in the energy realm in these volatile geopolitical environments marked by wars, tensions and numerous crises, are the ones successfully meeting the challenges of energy security in forthcoming years. Moreover, domestic and external linkages clearly have a decisive impact on the outcome of a complex web of relations. Within this context, Turkey faces a plethora of challenges, as well as nascent opportunities in its quest for emerging as an “energy hub” in its neighborhood, while trying to tackle the problems arising from its own energy dependency.

There are compelling changes in the global energy scene with significant implications for global and regional actors. The increasing share of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) in the inter-regional energy trade, the implications of the shale gas revolution in the US, the declining oil prices in the global markets, the intensifying competition from Asian markets, and the implications of the climate change and environmental concerns constitute some of the core areas of change.

Against this backdrop of drastic change, the energy security challenges for Turkey are compounded by the stark realities of on-going and impending conflicts and difficult foreign policy choices in a turbulent region. The rising tensions with Russia and complications caused by the Syrian crisis constitute the key challenges. Nevertheless, there are also some areas that pose nascent opportunities. Turkey’s increasing ties with Azerbaijan, particularly within the framework of the Trans-Anatolian Pipeline project emerges as a major opportunity for Turkish and European energy security. There are also some grey areas, which inherently entail some challenges that could turn into a liability for Turkish foreign policy, but also has the potential to become an asset if handled prudently. These are the newly found Eastern Mediterranean energy resources, energy relations with the Kurds in Northern Iraq, removal of international sanctions on Iran, the new Silk Road project of China and the fight with the climate change. In order to be able to turn these grey areas into assets rather than new challenges, a congruent strategy between energy politics and foreign policy decisions is critical.

Theoretical Assessment: Linking Foreign Policy and Energy Security

Energy security is an “elastic” term; in that there is a tendency in the literature to tackle the concept from different angles of economics and politics or to change the scope of it by focusing on the narrow perspective of supply security or on the broader perspective to include environment, competitive markets and efficiency. While the International Energy Agency (IEA) defines energy security as “the uninterrupted availability of energy sources at an affordable price”, the European Union adopts a more encompassing understanding defining energy security as, “Ensuring, for the
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3 For a detailed overview regarding evolution of the EU’s energy security understanding and policies, see S. Duygu Sever, Ali Tekin and Paul A. Williams, “Evolution of EU Energy Policy”, Ali Tekin and Paul A. Williams (eds.), Geo-Politics of
well-being of its citizens and the proper functioning of the economy, the uninterrupted physical availability of energy products on the market, at a price which is affordable for all consumers (private and industrial), while respecting environmental concerns and looking towards sustainable development.  

Given the challenges of the 21st century emerging from regional political and military turmoil, the pressing need to fight with the climate change and to keep up with the global market dynamics, an integrated approach towards energy security, combining politics, economics and environmental challenges, is needed. Therefore, this article builds its analysis on an understanding of energy security where three major pillars of supply security, competitiveness and sustainability interact.

Apart from its definition, another highly contested feature of energy security is its place in politics and national agendas. Within the realist paradigm, hard security issues mainly evolve around the military security dominating the national and international agendas, implying that matters related with energy resources are more of soft power items coming from liberalism. However, the changing dynamics of the international system and increasing interdependence among the actors today affected both the notion of “security” itself and the place of energy in it. NATO’s increasing focus on the importance of energy security would be an outstanding example of this. Although since the 1970s oil crises, the energy security as a non-traditional security threat started to find its place on the national agendas, the end of the Cold War led NATO to redesign its strategic concept to include uninterrupted natural resources and energy security. Thus energy came to be considered as part of a new understanding of security, which has become broader in terms of new threats, including “economic and social threats [such as] poverty, infectious diseases and environmental degradation.” Accordingly, energy has become almost as important as the other non-military aspects of power to ensure security. Therefore, the energy security is assessed as an issue of power interest that has become a question of national strategy. Especially from the dimension of supply security, accessing or owning energy resources have become strategically important in the current conditions of global market/politics, and countries such as Russia have developed policies aligned with the theoretical claim that energy is “too important” to be analyzed as “a subject of international political economy” alone.
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12 Cesnakas, "Energy Resources in Foreign Policy: A Theoretical Approach", p.32.
When the strategic importance of energy security coincides with different leverages of countries with different roles in the energy game as producers, consumers and transit countries, the interaction between energy security and foreign policy becomes inevitable. To the extent that the states are interdependent in energy, their foreign policies and energy strategies are also interlinked. The physical ties through expanded energy infrastructures and political ties through long-term contractual commitments between suppliers and consumers create “room for politics.” Ensuring the uninterrupted and affordable energy supplies at the domestic level, defining the rules of the game for the energy markets now and in the future at the international level are today’s tough realpolitik. Thus “alliances are formed not with those that we like, but with those that we need.”

This connection highlights a clear role for energy in foreign policy to the extent that energy dynamics shape the foreign policy of the involved actors coercively or voluntarily. While voluntarily, energy can play a role in a state’s relations with particular regions and actors in the form of partnerships and cooperation, it is also common to consider energy as a tool of policy together with other economic, military or diplomatic instruments, “to achieve and manipulate foreign policy goals around the world.” Consequently, energy can operate both as a factor of influence on foreign policy outcomes and a tool of foreign policy.

While the effect of energy on the foreign policy is critical, as the two are interlinked, the effect of foreign policy on the energy security is also decisive. As Yergin asserts, “energy security will depend much on how countries manage their relations with one another, whether bilaterally or within multilateral frameworks.” From this perspective, for long term energy contracts and partnerships between the importer and exporter countries, political stability in domestic politics and bilateral relations is vital as it is critical in the assessments of investors for highly budgeted infrastructure and international pipeline projects.

Global and Regional Drivers of Change
The global energy field is very dynamic and a number of issues have emerged as a game-changer for key players. These range from the increasing share of LNG in the inter-regional energy trade to the implications of the shale gas revolution in the US, the rising competition from Asian markets, the plummeting oil prices in the global markets and the implications of the climate change and other environmental concerns. These global trends pose a number of challenges, as well as some opportunities for Turkey, and are often primarily in the grey area, where challenges and opportunities intersect.

Current global trends indicate that natural gas with an almost 50% increase in its consumption is the fastest growing fossil fuel and Asia Pacific is expected to replace Europe as the largest gas consumer.
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18 Yergin, “Ensuring Energy Security”, p.82.
Moreover, the growing demand for gas would lead to increasing LNG trade across regions by early 2020s, doubling from its current levels of 230 million tons by 2025 and expected to overtake pipelines as the dominant medium of transported gas by 2035. Concomitantly, 60% of the increase in the global gas supply originates from unconventional gas, such as shale gas. Although the spread of the shale gas production beyond North America is uneven due to the Trans-Atlantic divide over the perspectives on the fracking activities, the United States would move from being a net importer to net exporter within a decade as a result of continuous growth of its shale gas sector. The reflection of this on the foreign policy realm would be diminishing of the US dependence on the Middle East for energy and providing new alternatives for European consumers. World Energy Outlook 2015 foresees that “one-fifth of the projected rise in global demand consists of gas transported over long distances via very capital-intensive pipeline or LNG projects.” This potential for a new wave of LNG projects could also threaten Russian dominance in the gas markets.

As for Turkey, these new developments, while providing alternatives for diversification such as LNG purchases from Qatar, could also undermine financial feasibility of alternative pipeline projects going through Turkey during a period of low energy prices. It is noteworthy that Turkey’s role as an oil-transit country is important rather than vital for global importers because of oil’s greater fungibility. By contrast, concerning exports for natural gas, Turkey’s “crossroad” position in pipeline systems is fundamental for securing alternative supplies. However, the LNG factor may threaten this position in the long run since Turkey’s special position rests mostly upon strategic pipelines.

Once initial investments in liquefaction plants and purpose-built tankers are realized, gas converted to liquid becomes viable for sea transport and for distances over 3,000 km stands out as a competitive alternative to the pipeline transportation. To the disadvantage of Turkey, LNG projects dominate the agenda of some suppliers such as Egypt and Qatar, compared to the plans for extension of pipelines through Turkey. Suppliers’ choice between LNG and pipelines via Turkey is especially important in the region bordering the Persian Gulf. The success of projects such as Trans-Anatolian Pipeline (TANAP) Project that connects Turkey to European markets, also solidify Turkey’s potential as an “artery” for larger markets for uninterrupted and secure energy supply in a highly fragile region.

Another key driver of global change arises due to the increasing Asian demand for energy. Despite the fact that the increase in gas demand is mitigated by the competition from renewables, coal and efficient technologies, the developing countries of Asia are considered as the cradle of opportunities for the future natural gas markets since they account for the 75% of the increase in natural gas imports and for approximately half of the rise in global natural gas demand.

---

23 Ibid, p.4.
China and India emerge as the major actors, whose increasing demand for natural gas is complemented by a parallel rise in the need for natural gas imports. As this further emphasized the importance of the Caspian reserves and energy producers as potential exporters, China itself has also become an important energy player in the region due to its direct investments in the Caspian Basin.

China offers the Caspian energy producers a vital energy market that rivals Russia and Europe. This intensifies the competition over the access to the Caspian resources, which will potentially enable the producers with a bargaining leverage vis-à-vis the consumers. Moreover, China is increasingly becoming a competitor for the EU not only for gas coming from the Caspian region but also from Russia. Since Russian gas supplies could not easily meet the demand coming from both European and Chinese markets, the competition between the two would offer a bargaining position to Russia. Moreover, as Russia’s current production levels are decreasing, studies indicate that most of its future production will materialize in Western Siberia and this would give China an advantage over Europe as it is better placed for these new Russian production areas.

---

In the meantime, however, despite the projections of growing demand from Asia in the longer term, the recent sharp decrease in the oil prices has several implications over the global energy market dynamics in the short and medium term. From the exporters’ perspective, low oil prices represent a considerable decrease in oil revenue. According to projections of the International Energy Agency (IEA), although the product output will be higher in the foreseeable future, the OPEC oil export revenue will fall by a quarter by 2040.\textsuperscript{28} While the low oil prices pose a major challenge for Moscow with troubling implications for its economy, it is a positive development for Turkey to alleviate its chronic current account deficit, originating primarily from its high energy imports. Highlighting that Turkey is a “net winner” from low oil prices, then Deputy Prime Minister Ali Babacan had stated that each ten dollar drop in oil prices, would help reducing Turkey’s current account deficit by 4 billion 400 million dollars.\textsuperscript{29}

Consequently, the world is moving from a “sellers” market to a “buyers” one, but the question is for how long and for whom? Moreover, what the implications of the low energy prices would be for nascent infrastructure projects and large scale energy sector investments are rather uncertain at the moment. Although projections suggest that the low prices will not last long due to growth in global oil demand and reduction in the revenues of oil producers, current trends also undercut the policy support for the energy transition to clean energy resources and efficiency.\textsuperscript{30}

Last but not the least, the major challenge for the years to come arises out of climate change and environmental concerns. As the understanding of security and the scope of risks evolve, these new kinds of threats constitute new forms of tests for the international community to assess its capability to act multilaterally in a coherent manner. Together with conventional security threats such as global terrorism, climate change is now one of the hardest tests for the binding nature of global
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\textsuperscript{30} IEA, \textit{World Energy Outlook 2015}. 
decisions and the credibility of international regimes. Today the extreme weather conditions are accompanied by steadily warming atmosphere and ocean. The fact that the period between 1983 and 2012 was the warmest time interval for the last 1400 years is only one of the several consequences. The persistence of current emission trends leads to a projected increase of global average temperature by 2.6–4.8 degrees Celsius (°C) and of the sea levels by 0.45–0.82 meters by the end of this century. The spillover effects of the consequences are multiple, affecting food security through reduced crop yields or water security through increasing drought.

About 78% of the total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions increase from 1970 to 2010 consists of emissions of CO₂ from fossil fuel combustion and industrial processes. Accordingly, most of the mitigation discussions evolve around requirements to re-design countries’ energy profiles in line with low-carbon technologies, clean energy resources and efficiency policies. The recent Conference of Parties (COP21) summit in December 2015, where 195 countries came together to adapt Paris Agreement that promotes decreasing GHG and diversifying away from coal, oil and natural gas to limit the temperature increase to 1.5 °C above pre-industrial levels, was a historic step. On its term, Turkey presented its Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC) to reduce emissions by 21% from the business as usual scenario by 2030. Although the target was criticized as being “inadequate” by Climate Action Tracker, Turkey’s official Climate Change Action Plan released in 2012 demonstrated a determined discourse based on the vision to “become a country fully integrating climate change related objectives into its development policies...within its special circumstances.”

Turkey’s Foreign Policy Vision and Energy Strategy

Against this backdrop of global change in the energy realm, this section aims to identify the nature of interaction between Turkey’s energy strategy and foreign policy based on the two major documents released by the relevant ministries: “The Strategic Plan 2015-2019” by the Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources and “Our Foreign Policy in the Beginning of 2016” by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

33 *Climate Change: Implications for Agriculture*, University of Cambridge and BSR, June 2014.
38 1,2683, (Accessed on 06 April 2016).
The Strategic Plan 2015-2019, prepared by the Turkish Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources, highlights that the rules of the global energy game are being re-written and that today’s agenda consists of the major topics of economic growth, energy demand, energy efficiency, and environmental harmony. The report acknowledges that given its high energy dependency, risks posed by varying markets under the effect of global and regional trends are crucial for Turkey. In this framework, Turkey identifies main themes and goals of its energy strategy as security of energy supply, energy efficiency, good governance, regional and international effectiveness, technological innovation and improvement of investment environment. It is crucial to note that “sustainability” is not identified as a separate theme, rather it is strategically designed as an umbrella concept that includes all other themes with the consideration of environmental, economic and sustainability principles in each goal. Among the themes, “Security of Energy Supply” and “Regional and International Effectiveness” emerge as being highly interlinked with foreign policy. Stressing on the fact that the exporter portfolio and routes for imports has to be diversified in order to reduce the country’s vulnerability, the plan sets the goal of conducting studies for the procurement of natural gas by private sector from Iraq, Qatar, Algeria, Turkmenistan, Eastern Mediterranean, Africa and other potential countries, decreasing the dependency on one single country for imports of natural gas to 50% until the end of plan period.

The plan indicates that “Turkey, due to its position, is suitable for being an energy transition center (hub); however relevant infrastructure, market formation and regional effectiveness should be provided.” To this end, the goals of establishing a strong and reliable energy infrastructure, reaching optimum resource diversity, effective demand management, integrating Turkey with regional energy markets and becoming a powerful actor in the international arena are determined as the major national strategies. The strategic plan underlines the necessity of active energy diplomacy accompanied with infrastructure projects to utilize Turkey’s proximity to energy rich regions and export dependent markets. Given the critical importance of new transit pipeline projects for the energy hub position, the construction of at least three international projects and the completion of at least one international project until the end of the plan period is a concrete target set by the Ministry.

Throughout the Strategic Plan, two points imply the critical role of foreign policy conduct in the Turkish energy policy. First, the plan assumes that due to their multinational characteristics, transit projects and regional integration efforts could be hampered by the lack of harmonization among the actors in terms of finance and administration. Thus carefully designed bilateral and multilateral relations strengthened by the international law become a priority. Second, the Plan points to the need to become more active in international organizations and their decision making mechanisms to enhance Turkey’s effectiveness in international arena. While these two goals further reveal the intersection between energy policies and foreign policy, the strategic goals of the Ministry assumes the obvious need for harmony with the foreign policy vision.

Turkey’s foreign policy, as presented by the Minister of Foreign Affairs Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu in the 5th of March 2016, acknowledges the global and regional turmoil and envisions Turkey as the global and regional turmoil and envisions Turkey as
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major actor for stability, security and prosperity. For such a role Turkey indicates its determination in following the required policies, which target to strengthen Turkey’s role as a responsible actor in international arena and to get its place among the world’s leading diplomatic powers. Touching upon timely problems, the Ministry highlights that while the pace of the relations with the EU needs to be maintained, Turkish membership is not an “option” but rather a “strategic necessity.” This argument is in congruence with the Turkish energy strategy to become a hub opening to the European markets and contributing to EU’s supplier and route diversification.

In terms of relations with other countries, while Azerbaijan is labeled as a “priority” and the partnerships between Turkey, Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan are highlighted, a direct connection is stated between the materialization of TANAP and the disagreements over the Caspian’s status between Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan. After stating that Turkey and Russia have intense economic ties, the document indicates its concerns and “disappointment” due to Russia’s policies in the close neighborhood in Georgia, Ukraine and Syria as well as its airspace violations, hoping that the relations will be normalized soon. It is also highlighted that Turkey supports international efforts for the resolution of the conflicts regarding Georgia’s territorial integrity. Although the direct link is not established in the document, Georgia is critical for the safety of the Southern Gas Corridor. In the section regarding Cyprus and Greece, the document emphasizes that any action in the Eastern Mediterranean basin that neglects Turkey’s rights and interests in the region, would be only an attempt to increase the tension in the region and be unlawful. Moreover, it highlights Turkey’s position as the protector of Turkish Cypriots’ property rights over the region’s natural resources. With Israel, contacts for the normalization of the relations continue. Regarding Qatar, although there is no reference to energy and LNG exports, the policy targets to take the cooperation with Qatar in politics and economics to the highest level. Turkey’s interest to develop its relations with Gulf Cooperation Council in every aspect is also mentioned.

In the energy section, Turkey’s geostrategic location between large energy reserves and markets as well as its high import dependency that necessitates diversification of suppliers and routes is mentioned with reference to the crisis with Russia. Major goals of the Energy Strategy, namely the increase of the indigenous and renewable resources, production of nuclear energy, strengthening of Turkey’s transit role, becoming an energy “center” and contributing to Europe’s energy security, are repeated in the context of foreign policy as well. In the context of TANAP, the foreign policy vision underlines the importance of cooperation with Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan and Georgia.

While there is a significant match between energy strategy and foreign policy vision in the official documents and future projections, due to the rapidly changing dynamics in Turkey’s neighborhood, some incongruence also emerge in foreign policy applications.

48 Ibid. p.11.
49 Ibid. p.13.
50 Ibid. p.92.
51 Ibid. p.17.
52 Ibid. p.87.
53 Ibid. p.58-59.
54 Ibid. p.68.
55 Ibid. p.67.
Liabilities in the Energy Realm with Rising Tensions in Foreign Policy

As far as the foreign policy and energy linkages are concerned, the most important factor for Turkey’s position as a transit country is Russia’s attitude towards Turkey and other producers in the Caspian region. Turkey is viewed as a competitor with Russia in transporting Caspian exports to Europe, as some argue that the EU considers Turkey as an alternative transit route to access to the Caspian sources bypassing Russia. This triggers a rivalry between Turkey and Russia in the field of energy transport and leads Russia to factor in Turkey’s role in its regional geopolitical considerations.

When Turkey’s special geographic position close to gas producers other than Russia is combined with the willingness of the nine producers holding 49.9% the world’s total reserves, to expand their markets, Turkey emerges as the perfect piece of the puzzle needed for European energy supply diversification. This creates challenges for Turkey concerning Russia and causes a disadvantaged position due to its high natural gas dependency on Russia, which in turn weakens its competitiveness. It also urges Russia to promote alternative projects to hinder Southern Gas Corridor’s significance.

For the EU, it would be unrealistic to argue that imports from diversified sources via Turkey could totally substitute the gas imported from Russia, as the amounts transported via pipelines through Turkey could only complement it. Yet, these alternative routes would still lead to a more competitive market environment challenging the Russian energy giant Gazprom monopoly in the EU markets with more commercial and competitive strategies.

On the other side, potential export routes for the Caspian energy to Europe and China have empowered the Caspian states’ hands to negotiate better deals with Russia. From another perspective, this is also used by Russia to make the Southern Corridor less attractive for the Caspian producers by offering higher prices for the region’s gas resources. For example, in March 2008, Russia, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan agreed that the gas trade among them would take place on the basis of the ‘European-level prices’, which is what Europe pays for Russian gas minus the transportation costs and a Gazprom fee. Another agreement was signed in 2009 between Russian Gazprom and Azeri SOCAR concerning long-term gas supplies of Caspian gas to Russia at market prices. Experts argue that these purchases of Russia had undermined the nascent Nabucco project and significantly overshadowed its feasibility.

While Turkey is trying to promote its role as a significant energy corridor for European energy security, paradoxically has its own energy challenges due to its overdependence on Russia. When the trade relations between Russia and Turkey are examined, they present a very asymmetric dynamic, particularly due to Turkey’s high energy dependency on Russia.
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58 Azerbaijan (0,6%), Kazakhstan (0,8%), Iran (18,2%), Egypt (1,0%), Turkmenistan (9,3%), Iraq (1,9%), Qatar (13,1%), Uzbekistan (0,6%), Saudi Arabia (4,4%). “BP Statistical Review of World Energy”, June 2015.
60 The Southern Gas Corridor is a complex project aiming at contributing to the EU’s energy security by transferring gas supplies from Caspian region and the Middle East. The project consists of three pipelines South Caucasus Pipeline (SCP) across Azerbaijan and Georgia, Trans Anatolian Pipeline (TANAP) across Turkey, and Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) across Greece and Albania into Italy. BP, 2016, The Southern Gas Corridor, http://www.bp.com/en_az/caspian/operationsprojects/Shahdeniz/SouthernCorridor.html, (Accessed on 25 September 2016).
62 Ibid. p.44.
On the other side, potential export routes for the Caspian energy to Europe and China have empowered the Caspian states’ hands to negotiate better deals with Russia. From another perspective, this is also used by Russia to make the Southern Corridor less attractive for the Caspian producers by offering higher prices for the region’s gas resources. For example, in March 2008, Russia, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan agreed that the gas trade among them would take place on the basis of the ‘European-level prices’, which is what Europe pays for Russian gas minus the transportation costs and a Gazprom fee.

Another agreement was signed in 2009 between Russian Gazprom and Azeri SOCAR concerning long-term gas supplies of Caspian gas to Russia at market prices. Experts argue that these purchases of Russia had undermined the nascent Nabucco project and significantly overshadowed its feasibility.

While Turkey is trying to promote its role as a significant energy corridor for European energy security, paradoxically has its own energy challenges due to its overdependence on Russia. When the trade relations between Russia and Turkey are examined, they present a very asymmetric dynamic, particularly due to Turkey’s high energy dependency on Russia.

The imbalance in trade relations originates primarily from Turkey’s energy dependence on Russia. Thus Turkey, which is 98.8% dependent on foreign supplies for natural gas, has imported 56% of its natural gas from Russia in 2015. The table below presents the natural gas purchases over the past six years with the lions share supplied by Russia.

**Table 1. Turkey’s Natural Gas Exports, by Country**

In line with the official reports, the data for 2015 covers the period until the end of September. Turkish Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources, “Dünya ve Ülkemiz Enerji ve Tabii Kaynaklar Görünümü”, No.10, 2015, p.47.
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This dependence on Russia would be further enhanced with the deal made for the Akkuyu nuclear power plant. In July 2010, the Turkish Parliament approved a bill on an intergovernmental agreement for the construction of Turkey’s first nuclear power plant in Akkuyu. According to the agreement, the Russian state-owned atomic power company ROSATOM would be constructing and operating the Akkuyu nuclear power plant.66 Turkey’s nuclear power strategy is based and justified on the arguments of enhanced energy security, cost reduction, lower carbon emissions, and technological transfer opportunities.67 While Moscow offered a commercially attractive deal, there are also significant concerns which have not been open to public debate. In addition to seismic risks, there are risks of radiation leakages, radioactive waste and storage problems, potential adverse effects on marine life, the challenge of protecting the nuclear power plant against terrorist attacks and providing the safe keeping of highly strategic materials, risks of accidents, and potential proliferation crises. As all of these constitute major challenges,68 the establishment of a proficient and effective oversight mechanism monitoring every stage of the process is essential.69 Ultimately, the nuclear energy deal will have a dual impact on bilateral relations. On the one hand, it will enhance Turkish-Russian economic ties with an approximately $20 billion dollars of new Russian investment in Turkey, and on the other hand, it will make Turkey even more reliant on Russia in the energy realm. The fact that the Russians will maintain ownership of the nuclear plant after construction is an important factor presenting a potential risk in a political environment marked by serious tensions due to geo-political divergences.

It’s noteworthy that Russia is also considering cooperating with Turkey as a conduit in order to transfer its gas to new markets in Europe. On December 1, 2014, President Putin during his visit to Turkey, in a quite surprising move, announced his decision to shelve the $45 billion South Stream project.70 As the crisis between Russia and the European Union was deepening over Ukraine, Putin had been struggling to prevent an imminent economic recession amid low oil prices and sanctions due to the annexation of Crimea and the developments in Ukraine. Instead of South Stream that was planned to reach Europe through the Black Sea to Bulgaria, Serbia, Hungary, Slovenia and Austria, Putin announced the Russian intention of redirecting the project to Turkey through a different Black Sea pipeline for creating a ‘hub’ for Southeastern Europe at the Greco-Turkish border. While some commentators in the international press coined the name ‘Turkish Stream’ for the project,71 it was clearly not the final word from either side. In the meantime, the Turkish Minister of Energy and Natural Resources, Taner Yıldız, confirmed Ankara’s commitment to TANAP and TransAdriatic Pipeline (TAP) as essential pieces of the Southern Gas Corridor.72 And, the deteriorating political

68 For an insightful analysis of the strategic effects of nuclear energy development, see Adam N. Stulberg and Mathew Fuhrmann (eds.), Nuclear Renaissance and International Security, Redwood City, CA, Stanford University Press, 2013.
relations between Turkey and Russia over Syria in late 2015 caused the “Turkish Stream” project to be shelved momentarily.73

In terms of energy-foreign policy linkages, it is observable that Turkey kept a low profile in its criticism of Russia when the latter invaded Crimea. Most probably because of its energy dependence and strong economic ties, Turkey remained relatively silent in the Ukrainian crisis throughout 2014 and 2015 since the crisis did not constitute direct challenges to its foreign policy interests. As a result Turkey managed to deal with the crisis without hindering its bilateral relations with Russia. Moreover, Turkey also tried to evade the sanctions regime against Russia and Foreign Minister Çavuşoğlu acknowledged that Turkey did not want to join the EU sanctions against Russia, highlighting that Russia is an important trading partner for Turkey. He also suggested being “realistic” about whether the EU countries can do without Russian gas, stating that “every country must consider its own interests.”74

Deepening geo-political differences in the Syrian crisis, however, which constitute a critical component of Turkey’s Middle East strategy with hard security implications for Turkey, emerged as the main game-changer. While Turkey and Russia were able to compartmentalize their expanding economic ties with intensifying geo-strategic differences in the earlier phases of the Syrian crisis,75 when Russia became actively engaged on the ground with strong support to the crumbling Assad regime, the Turkish foreign policy interests openly clashed with the Russian ones. Hence, the uneasy partnership facilitating compartmentalization was no longer tenable.

After a Turkish Air Force F-16 fighter jet shot down a Russian Sukhoi Su-24M bomber aircraft which briefly violated the Turkish airspace near the Syria-Turkey border on 24 November 2015, Turkish vulnerability due to its high energy dependence on Moscow has increased following a deterioration of relations in the political and economic realm. Still, within the framework of long-term international agreements, energy projects already in force between the two countries continued. Nevertheless, the political crisis in bilateral relations affected the pace of the Akkuyu project causing a disruption in construction plans. Concomitantly, increasing tensions in the foreign policy realm due to Syria has affected potential energy projects and had caused the idea of the “Turkish Stream” to be placed on hold for an indefinite time period. Nevertheless, latest developments proved how energy and foreign policy dynamics could interact very quickly and change the political scene. The attendance of Putin to the World Energy Congress held in Istanbul between 9th and 13th of October, 2016 and the signing of the intergovernmental agreement for the realization of the “Turkish Stream” in the context of this visit on October 10, 2016, were clear signs of energy acting as a facilitator for the reconciliation in bilateral relations. Although the details and concrete construction schedule of the project are subject to future developments, currently, strong economic interdependence between Turkey and Russia and mutual energy interests revitalized formerly shelved Turkish Stream.

Apart from turbulent Turkish-Russian relations, ethnic conflicts in the Caucasus also create supply-side concerns, since there are several frozen and hot conflicts in the area that could stall
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energy transportation projects via Turkey. The conflicts of the region include, but are not limited to, ethnic conflicts within Georgia, conflicts between Russia and Georgia, Nagorno-Karabakh conflict between Azerbaijan and Armenia and recent escalating tensions, Crimean and Ukrainian crises, which complicate the stability and security in the region. This affects the strategic calculations of the Caspian states regarding production and export routes of their resources, and lead energy companies to hesitate to invest significant sums of money in the area. Another major challenge on the supply side is the legal status of the Caspian Sea. Iran and Russia share the legal position that the Caspian Sea is an inland lake rather than a sea, allowing only joint control by the littoral states, while their position is challenged by the joint Azeri, Turkmen and Kazakh view that the Caspian is a sea, requiring the implementation of the United Nations Convention on the Law of Sea. As long as the legal disputes remain unresolved, the efforts of the energy rich Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan to build Trans-Caspian energy routes are effectively curtailed by Russia and Iran. The likelihood of a resolution of the problem seems to be low as its endurance ensures the Russian and Iranian strategy of blocking cross-Caspian energy transit projects.

The political crisis between Russia and Turkey, due to divergences over Syria was very critical in demonstrating the importance of diversification in the energy realm and it clearly revealed Turkey’s liability in the context of Russia. This is also a good example of how regional crises, even if not initially bilateral in nature, centering around hard security issues, could spill over into the energy realm rendering it at the intersection of hard and soft security. Consequently, in an effort to cope with its liability arising from its high energy dependence on Russia and the adverse spill-over effects of regional conflicts in the energy realm, Turkey started to place more emphasis on the potential assets through partnerships such as the TANAP project.

Assets in a Volatile Region through Partnerships

The areas where there is congruence between Turkey’s energy strategy and foreign policy emerge as assets. In this context, while the relations are getting more strained with Russia, in line with the favorable foreign relations between Turkey and Azerbaijan there is increasing energy collaboration. The new energy initiative, which lies at the heart of this cooperation, is TANAP. On June 26, 2012, Turkish President Erdoğan and Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev signed the Intergovernmental Agreement for the project. Accordingly, the first gas flow is expected in 2018. The initial projected amount of annual gas transport will be 16 billion cubic meters (bcm). Responding to both Turkish domestic and European demands, 6 bcm would be allocated for domestic consumption in Turkey and the remaining 10 bcm would be transferred to Europe. In fifteen years, TANAP’s gas flow capacity is expected to reach to 31 bcm. TANAP has initially a more limited scope than the Nabucco pipeline project, which is now effectively shelved, but also has a higher feasibility due to the Azeri throughput commitment. TANAP will also connect to the TAP to transfer Azeri gas to Europe. The fact that it
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has a more limited scope also means that it would not entirely eliminate alternative projects. Rising tensions with Russia has increased the significance of TANAP for Turkey for diversification and it also intensified Turkish efforts to expedite its completion.

The international agreement concerning the construction of TANAP pipeline is a significant achievement for Turkey. However, these supply-side factors require caution since they will be instrumental in assuring necessary amounts of natural gas which will render the Southern Gas Corridor’s diversification potential meaningful. Consequently, supplementary agreements with supplier states concerning their commitments in the purchase of natural gas are necessary to minimize the risks arising from uncertainties. The fact that Turkish state owned energy company BOTAŞ has increased its share to 30% from the initial share of 20%, while the projected share of SOCAR is 58% and BP is 12% in TANAP, is also a significant indicator that through its active engagement in energy partnerships, Turkey is trying to move beyond its initial position of being a merely energy transit country towards becoming an energy hub.

As highlighted in the official documents, Turkey is also interested in enhancing its energy cooperation with the Gulf region and particularly with Qatar, which is also a policy alignment with Turkey in Syria. Particularly, in the aftermath of the crisis with Russia, Ankara has intensified its energy contacts with Qatar as a strategy of diversification. As Qatar is the biggest LNG exporter in the world and is also eager about expanding its cooperation with Turkey, during President Erdoğan’s visit to Qatar on December 2, 2015, a bilateral agreement was signed in line with the goal of diversifying energy routes to Turkey. In this context, Turkish Ambassador to Qatar Ahmet Demirok highlighted Qatar’s role in an interview as “a trusted partner for Turkey in energy security” and stated “Turkey [has] been buying LNG from Qatar until now from the spot market. A long-term deal will undoubtedly sustain a longer-term partnership and contribute to Turkey’s energy security. This is simply a win-win situation and I hope that it will be a first step toward a broader energy cooperation with Qatar.” It is noteworthy that in the same interview, he also highlighted that Turkey and Qatar were fighting against “common enemies” in Syria, indicating the congruence between energy policies and foreign policy strategies.

Dilemmas of Turkey’s Energy and Foreign Policies: Limiting Risks and Seizing the Opportunities

There are some issue areas for Turkey leading to risks and opportunities. High risks could turn into high gains if opportunities are seized in a timely and prudent manner. It is rather soon to classify these issue areas as a clear case of congruence or incongruence between Turkey’s energy and foreign policies as they are currently entrapped in a gray zone. These issues include the future strategies concerning the energy resources of the Eastern Mediterranean, energy ties with Iraq, developments concerning Iran in the aftermath of the removal of sanctions, the plans regarding the revival of the Silk Road in a new form and sustainable growth policies in the context of climate change. In responding to these challenges, it is crucial for Turkey to adjust its foreign policy in line with the requirements and priorities of its energy strategy.
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The Eastern Mediterranean energy resources,\(^{84}\) due to the political problems and geo-political differences particularly between Turkey and the Greek Cypriots, as well as Turkey and Israel, present the parties with the most significant challenges. Due to the high potential of the energy reserves with an estimated amount of 122 trillion cubic feet (tcf) of natural gas reserves, equivalent to 21 billion barrels of oil\(^{85}\), it also has the promise of providing tantalizing opportunities. Overall, it is a case where major incongruences between energy interests and current foreign policy choices. Overcoming the obstacles of the Cyprus conflict\(^{86}\), the delineation of the Exclusive Economic Zones in the Eastern Mediterranean, overcoming the Israeli-Turkish tensions and the spill-over effects of the Arab Spring present some of the critical challenges. However, if effectively utilized through cooperation, these resources could provide significant economic gains for the relevant parties and would be significant for the European energy security through further diversification. Ultimately, whether a relative-gains or an absolute-gains approach would prevail would depend on the successes of effectively multilateralizing the Levantine natural gas project on the supply and the demand side.\(^{87}\) Inclusion of all key parties—Cyprus, Israel, Turkey and Greece—facilitating the future inclusion of other littoral states, although difficult, is critical. Eventually, energy resources could either energize peace in the Eastern Mediterranean, or fuel further conflict depending on the nature of interaction between energy politics and difficult foreign policy choices.

In addition to the energy resources of the Eastern Mediterranean, Iraq presents a promising opportunity as well as a potential source of gas for TANAP. Iraq has the world’s 5\(^{th}\) largest proven oil reserves (8.8% of total world reserves) and the 12\(^{th}\) largest proven natural gas reserves in the world with its 3.6t tcm (1.9% of world total) of gas.\(^{88}\) However, although Baghdad expressed its willingness to cooperate with Turkey in energy projects, Iraq’s internal disputes over the control of oil and gas reserves and over the control of the money generated from the exports has caused significant uncertainty.\(^{89}\)

Another factor which will affect the diversity and amount of natural gas transported via Turkey is the developments related to Iran-Western relations. By the end of 2014, explorations revealed that Iran holds the world’s largest proven natural gas reserves with 34 tcm, corresponding to 18.2% of the world resources, and it ranks the 4\(^{th}\) in gas production with 155.3 million tonnes of oil equivalent (mtoe) per year.\(^{90}\) However, despite its large reserves, due to the impact of the sanctions and its crumbling infrastructure, Iran is currently only 22\(^{nd}\) in the world in gas exports.\(^{91}\) So far, Iran poses
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as a risky country for investors mainly because of its tense relationship with the West. Dating back to the 1996 Iran-Libya Sanctions, which later became Iran Sanctions Act in 2006, the US imposed sanctions on foreign and domestic companies that invest more than $20 million in Iranian petroleum resources, which would contribute to the development of the country’s energy sector. Moreover, Iran's refusal to conform with the international law concerning nuclear programs also led to international pressures. Overall, increasing tensions in Iran's external relations resulted in a decrease of Western companies' investments. For instance, due to increasing political risks in the country, foreign firms which had already invested in the South Pars region, such as Total, Stateoil Hydro, Shell, and Repsol, have affirmed in 2008 that they would not invest further.

The recent nuclear deal with Iran facilitating the incremental removal of sanctions, emerges as an important game changer creating a new potential for energy collaboration. July 14, 2015 marked a critical turning point in the relations between Iran and the international community. After numerous failed attempts, the five permanent members of the UN Security Council as well as Germany, the EU and Iran finally managed to broker a deal regarding the Iranian nuclear program, namely the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA). As a result, Iran has already benefited from a sanctions relief estimated around $7 billion, and, Iran's foreign trading partners already anticipate high returns from a post-sanctions environment, particularly in the energy realm. Concerning the supply of Iranian gas via Turkey into Europe, as the state of affairs changes, the inclusion of Iran into the Southern Corridor project could be under consideration. This is another case clearly indicating the interaction between foreign and energy policies, as well as the issues of hard and soft security. However, since Turkey and Iran support different sides in the Syrian conflict along the Sunni-Shia axis, Turkey also need to manage the challenges arising from this incongruence.

Moving beyond Iran to Central Asia, where there is significant energy competition between global and regional powers, one recent significant development has been the announcement by China of its “One Belt, One Road” (OBOR) initiative reviving the old Silk Road concept. This grandiose project, would potentially cover 55% of world GNP, 70% of its population, and 75% of its proven energy reserves. A substantial financial commitment of up to $300 billion in infrastructure financing from China is expected in the coming years, excluding the leveraging effect on private investors. While Turkey has voiced numerous times its interest towards becoming a partner in the project, the details and the nature of this partnership is not clear yet. However it is clear that it will be shaped by the broader dynamics of Turkey’s expanding ties with China, despite the differences over the Chinese government’s treatment of the Uighurs and recent policy divergences over Syria.

When the paradoxes are considered all together in line with their connection with foreign
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policy, there is a tendency to analyze the developments with hard security lenses. However, this perspective alone risks overlooking the critical relationship between energy, foreign policy and the environment that affects the global dynamics and will emerge as one of the most pressing challenges in the upcoming decades. It is the connection between the climate change and energy policies more important and target energy efficiency and diversification of the energy profiles with low carbon energy resources. By its nature, the struggle with the climate change requires global action. It necessitates the harmonization of multilateral cooperation in the sphere of foreign policy with the domestic energy policies, where the concrete remedies are to be implemented. The fight with climate change and policies regarding the decrease of GHG necessitate urgent action. Turkey could transform this challenge into an asset by transparent domestic energy policy to curb its emission and to increase its credibility as well as its role in the global environmental regimes by being a proactive state in the implementation of mitigation policies.

On the other hand, this gray area has the risk to turn into a liability in case Turkish energy strategy implementations cannot meet the expectations raised with official goals and targets. Despite relevant policies and institutions, Turkey is criticized for its limited progress in actually addressing the climate change. Moreover, reports highlight that in the case of delayed action regarding the mitigation of emissions and efforts for “green growth”, Turkey may have to face negative consequences on its economic development and growth rates especially after 2024.

In this context, a critical choice for Turkey rests in the balance between its energy strategy, national development plans and its international credibility in the fight against climate change. While the discussions over a global renaissance of coal mainly driven by fast-growing countries continue, there is an increasing tendency among Turkish policy-makers as well to prioritize coal in Turkish development plans. The Energy Strategy 2015-2019 sets the target of increasing the electricity generation from domestic coal to 60 billion kWh annually compared to 32,9 billion kWh in 2013. The energy and development strategies focused on increasing coal’s overall share in Turkey’s primary energy supply to 37% by 2020 could cause international political opposition against Turkey given the contradiction with the global stance against coal. The renewable resources’ shares are already minimal in Turkey’s energy profile. To illustrate, in 2015, the share of wind energy in electricity generation was only 4,4% compared to natural gas 37,9% and coal 28%. These figures imply that there is a room for progress in renewable energy. Accordingly, Turkey through carefully designed policies aligning energy strategy with its foreign policy in the realm of especially climate change, could secure the role of a credible partner for the struggle with climate change. This congruence and credibility would be also effective for attracting foreign investment in the realm of renewables, once and if the policies are combined with fair and transparent legal frameworks.
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Apart from the climate change and mitigation policies, another environmental issue that lies at the edge between liabilities and assets for Turkey is the Straits. Both for Turkey, determined to become an energy corridor, and for the EU, determined to achieve supply security through diversified routes, the Straits requires special attention, constituting an important pillar of Turkey’s transit role. Each year 2.9 million barrels of oil per day pass through the Straits, which is remarkable compared to 1.1 million barrels transported in 2010 through the Kirkuk-Ceyhan Pipeline and Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan Pipeline with combined full capacity of 2.815 million barrel per day.

The number of oil tankers and other dangerous cargo vessels passing through the Straits rose from 4,248 in 1996 to 10,153 in 2010, most of which lack modern standards of oil transportation. With the dissolution of USSR and with Russia’s increasing Black Sea exports, the traffic in the straits increased as well, resulting in a growth in hazardous cargo passing through the Bosphorus. Since the right of free passage for trade through the Bosphorus precludes any restrictions and guaranteed by the Montreux Convention, Turkey becomes subject to the risks of a potential incident in the Straits. The risk of an environmental disaster in the Straits renders the issue more than just an energy transit problem, adding an environment dimension. Consequently, the strengthening of technical and legal control mechanisms for the maintenance, safety and technology requirements for the passage over the Straits is essential in the decades to come.

Conclusion

The interlinked nature of energy security and foreign policy requires a harmony in the states’ energy strategies and foreign policy visions. For an energy dependent country like Turkey, while a carefully designed foreign policy agenda can increase the country’s energy security, a mismanaged political dispute can turn the disruption of imported supplies to an actual threat.

Although Turkish energy market is sizeable in terms of its consumption, it is not large enough compared to the EU or China to drive the global changes. Accordingly, “Turkey is neither a strategic energy producer nor a consumer. It is, however, a significant oil transit country with future potential and a potential gas transit country with increasing significance”. Turkey is also emerging as a critical partner in assuring European energy security through energy transport from the producers in Turkey’s vicinity to Europe. In this respect, Turkey’s role within the external dimension of European Energy Policy cannot be underestimated. Turkey’s willingness and capacity as a transit country could progressively increase when its conditions and foreign policy strategies enable it to strike a delicate balance between the deepening energy trade with problematic suppliers in the Caspian and the Middle East regions, the challenging relations with its European partners, and the increasing domestic pressures due to its rising energy needs.
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A strategy which targets harmony between energy policy and foreign policy has to address all the issue areas highlighted in this article. However, in addition to favorable developments in the energy realm such as TANAP, which already constitute an asset for Turkey, the potential for Ankara to increase its assets and limit the liabilities mainly lies in the “grey” areas. In order to transform these issues away from potential liabilities towards promising assets, the congruence between the foreign policy actions and the energy policy is a decisive factor with the development of prudent mechanisms to cope with the global energy trends and regional geo-political challenges. In order to be able to do so, Turkey needs to be adaptive to detect and manage the change, and be proactive about the global game changers such as the climate change in both its domestic sphere and in international arena. On the domestic realm, strategies highlighting efficiency and mix diversification policies should support the international dimension. Only by fulfilling these conditions, Turkey can cope with the change and turbulences and become an effective regional actor. Otherwise, its dilemmas carry a high risk of turning them into liabilities.
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